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T4S R8W (cont)

This corner is 60 ft. east of a ridgeline running

NE.

by Leonard Whitmore,
Tillamook County Deputy Surveyor
6-23-62

\[ \frac{1}{4} \]

T4S R8W

\[ \frac{1}{4} \] corner to West boundary of section 30 only.
Original Monument
4x4 fir post

Original Witnesses
34\(^{\circ}\) willow, S35\(^{\circ}\)E., 64 Lks.
36\(^{\circ}\) Cedar, S40\(^{\circ}\)W., 206 Lks

I found 4x4 squared post lying upon the ground with
visible but illegible marks and stone mound at base.

Found 36\(^{\circ}\) cedar, S40\(^{\circ}\)W., 206 Lks lying upon the ground
with the marks burned off.

The original SE willow BT is gone.

1 marked 2 new BTs:
17\(^{\circ}\) fir, S38\(^{\circ}\)E., 41\(\frac{1}{2}\) Lks Mkd. \(\frac{4}{4}S30\) BT
16\(^{\circ}\) fir, N13\(^{\circ}\)E., 34 Lks Mkd. \(\frac{4}{4}S30\) BT

This old corner was located by compass and chain.

Old blazes are on snags to the North.

Witnesses: Daryl Whitmore
M. Whitmore

by Leonard Whitmore,
Tillamook Co. deputy surveyor
9-2-63

\[ \frac{1}{4} \]

T4S R8W

[1] \[ \frac{1}{4} \] corner to west boundary Section 31 only.
Original Monument
4x4 post
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